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Abstract

Harmonics are always present in electrical power systems. Harmonic distortion is
harmless as long as its level is within the limit. However, with the recent rapid
advancement of power electronics, i.e. non linear loads, the use of the variable speed
drives are increasing day by day. Harmonics produced by non-linear loads are a potential
risk if they are not evaluated, predicted, and controlled.
The power electronic switching devices like thyristor used in the rectifier circuits
inject harmonic distortion to the utility grid in different applications. The harmonic
distortion causes different problems in the power system. To minimize the unwanted
effects of harmonic distortion, IEEE Std 519-1992 recommends the amount of harmonics
that is acceptable in the power system. IEEE Std 519-1992 suggests that an individual
harmonic distortion to be under 3% and the total harmonic distortion, THD, to be under
5% of the fundamental component.
Harmonic distortion can be mitigated using different methods. Based on the
system configuration either active filters, passive filters, or phase shifting methods are
used. In medium voltage high power applications, generally, phase shifting method is
better suited.
In addition to harmonic distortion in AC side, AC-DC converter produce ripple in
DC side. DC ripple can be mitigated by the use of filter circuits. However, when phase
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shifting method is used in AC side for harmonic mitigation, a method called pulse
multiplication can be used in DC side to mitigate DC ripple. Phase shifting and pulse
multiplication methods are investigated in detail in this research.
A three-phase 6-pulse rectifier is modeled in Alternative Transients Program
(ATP). Voltage and Current waveforms are obtained and the amount of harmonic
distortion produced is calculated. It was found that the harmonic distortion produced by
an ideal three-phase 6-pulse rectifier to be 31.1% and not under IEEE 519-1992
recommendation. Therefore a 12-pulse rectifier has been investigated. The analysis
shows that a 12-pulse rectifier produces 15.3% THD and provides a window opportunity
to be used in certain areas where the grid is comparatively stronger. For a rectifier to be
able to be used without ac side filter and dc side filter, and to mitigate the THD under the
IEEE std 519-1992 recommendation and the dc ripple under the specified value, a higher
pulse rectifier will be needed. Further investigation is needed using 18-pulse and 24-pulse
phase shifting rectifiers.
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Chapter One: Introduction
1.1 Background
The medium voltage high-power rectifiers find their use in various industrial
plants. Application of 3-phase rectifiers are found for pipeline pumps in petrochemical
industry, for steel rolling mills in metal industry, for pumps in water pumping stations,
for fans in cement industry, for traction in locomotive industry, and in many other
applications [1]-[8].
Fig 1.1 shows a general block diagram of a typical medium voltage high-power
drive [9].
Scope of Research

Figure 1.1 General block diagram of the MV drive
The input is 3-phase utility voltage which is converted to dc voltage by the
rectifier shown above. The dc voltage magnitude can be fixed or adjustable depending
upon the power electronic switches that are used for switching. Multi-pulse silicon
controlled rectifiers, SCR, multi-pulse diode rectifiers, or pulse-width-modulated (PWM)
rectifiers are commonly used rectifier topologies.
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For filtering the ripple from dc output, either a capacitor or an inductor can be
used as dc filter. A capacitor can be used for providing a stiff voltage, while an inductor
can be used for smoothing the current. Generally, the capacitors are used in voltage
source drives while inductors are used in current source drives [9].
There are two types of inverters, voltage source inverter (VSI) and current source
inverter (CSI). The voltage source inverters convert the rectified dc voltage to a threephase ac voltage whereas the current source inverters convert the dc current to threephase ac current. Generally, diode rectifiers are voltage sources; on the other hand,
thyristor rectifiers are current sources. There are various inverter topologies present for
the MV drive. Inverter topologies are not the scope of this research work.
1.1.1

State of the art

Multi-pulse converters for ac-dc conversion can mitigate the harmonic distortion
on the ac side as well as reduce the ripple on the dc side. On ac side, these converters
reduce harmonic current distortion and hence reduce the harmonic voltage distortion.
These converters also reduce electro-magnetic interference, radio frequency interference,
and reactive power burden at input ac mains. On dc side, these converters produce good
quality dc with reduced dc ripple with unidirectional and bidirectional power flow for
feeding loads from a few kilowatts to several hundred megawatts. These multi-pulse
converters evolved in the last few decades with different configurations. Despite wide
variety of configurations, all of these converts meet specific requirement of various
applications. These converters maintain a high level of power quality both at input ac
mains and at output dc loads.
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For unidirectional power flow applications, multi-pulse converters are developed
using diode rectifiers. These converters are built using two types of transformer
topologies; isolated topology and non- isolated topology. Each of these topologies can
have 12-pulse, 18-pulse, 24-pulse, 30-pulse or higher number of pulses. Higher the
number of pulses, lower is the total harmonic distortion, THD, on input ac currents and
lower is the ripple on output dc currents. Diode, unidirectional ac-dc converters can be
classified into full-wave converters and bridge converters based on the number of pulses
and isolated and non-isolated circuit between ac input and dc output. The concept of fullwave (mid-point) rectifiers with T-connection, zigzag, double star, and tapped winding in
transformers are adopted to meet varying requirements of applications. Similarly, the
concept of bridge rectifiers are used with compact autotransformers, pulse multiplication
using inter-phase transformers, multiple secondary windings for phase shifting and pulse
doubling, and additional devices are adopted to meet varying requirements of
applications [1]-[8].
Some applications require bi-directional flow of power flow. These bi-directional
converters are developed using thyristor rectifiers. These bi-directional rectifiers are used
in few kilowatt dc motor drives to several megawatt high voltage dc, HVDC,
transmission systems. To reduce total harmonic distortion, THD, in input ac mains, these
bi-directional converters use multi-winding transformers and inter-phase transformers.
Likewise, to reduce the ripple in output dc, these bi-directional converters use tapped
reactors with the concept of pulse multiplication [1]-[8].
Phase-shifting process, which can be obtained through multiple transformer
secondary windings, can be attributed to the major breakthrough in the technology of
3

multi-pulse converters. By the use of multi-secondary winding transformers, original
three-phase ac supply can be converted to multiphase ac supply. This conversion results
in a high number of steps in ac mains current and higher number of pulses in dc output.
The higher number of steps in ac input currents makes the current close to sinusoidal with
reduced and acceptable THD. Similarly, the higher number of pulses in dc output reduces
the ripple in dc. Various topologies of transformer connections are in use for achieving
the desired phase shift. The phase shift among the output of different secondary windings
of a transformer is responsible to cancel, eliminate, and to reduce harmonics in input ac
supply. Some of the topologies that are in use for phase shifting are polygon, Tconnection, tapped winding, zigzag, plurality of windings of isolated multi-winding
transformers and auto transformers. The weight, size, and cost of these transformers are
cost prohibitive in many applications and attempts have been made to make these
transformers cost effective and increase the acceptability of these converters in multipulse applications. The inductance of transformer primary winding works as a line
inductor and reduces the total harmonic distortion, THD, in ac input side and thus
improves the power quality. Multi-pulse technology eliminates some harmonics and
mitigates other harmonics. This technology reduces electro-magnetic interference, radio
frequency interference, and switching losses due to low-frequency switching by utilizing
line commutation or natural commutation. The line/natural commutation results in high
efficiency and low noise levels in the converter systems. Multi-pulse converters are more
simple, reliable, and robust than those using pulse width modulations, PMW, technology.
PMW technology uses high frequency forced commutation causing more switching
losses and high level of noise in converter system [1]-[8].
4

Figure 1.2 Classification of three-phase multi-pulse ac-dc converter
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Multi-pulse converters can be classified based on direction of power flow, number
of switching pulses, and the topology, isolated and non-isolated. Fig. 1.2 shows a tree of
such classification of three-phase multi-pulse ac-dc converters.
1.1.1.1Unidirectional AC-DC Converters
As name suggests unidirectional ac-dc converters are those in which power flows
in one direction i.e. from input ac to output dc. These converters are built using
transformers, diodes, and other necessary components. Variable frequency ac drives for
pumps, fans, compressors, electroplating, telecommunication, and power supply for water
treatment plants etc are some of the applications of unidirectional converters. This type of
converters can further be divided based on number of diodes used for switching, which
also refers as number of pulses. Number of switches i.e. pulses are based on cost,
reliability, and power quality requirements. Thus, unidirectional ac-dc converters can
further be classified as follows [1]-[8]:
i.

12-Pulse AC-DC Converters

ii.

18-Pulse AC-DC Converters

iii.

24-Pulse AC-DC Converters

iv.

Other high-Pulse AC-DC Converters

1.1.1.2 Bidirectional AC-DC Converters
In bidirectional converters power flow can flow from ac to dc or dc to ac. These
converters are built using transformers, thyristors and other necessary components. Phase
angle control technique is used in thyristor to control the wide varying dc output voltages.
In these converters, reduction in THD is obtained by pulse multiplication using various
types of transformer connections. Multiple secondary windings of transformer provide a
6

higher number of pulses in input ac side. Likewise tapped reactors and inter-phase
reactors provide pulse multiplications in output dc side. The higher number of pulses
reduces the THD in ac side and pulse multiplication reduces ripple in dc side. Some of
the applications of bidirectional converters are dc motor drives, synchronous motor drive,
and high voltage dc, HVDC, transmission system. Bidirectional converters can further be
classified based on power quality, reliability, and overall cost of the system as follows
[1]-[8]:
i.

12-Pulse AC-DC Converters

ii.

18-Pulse AC-DC Converters

iii.

24-Pulse AC-DC Converters

iv.

36-Pulse AC-DC Converters

v.

48-Pulse AC-DC Converters

1.2 Problem Statement
Solid state ac-dc converters, i.e. rectifiers have the problem of power quality in
terms of harmonic distorion and poor power factor in ac side; and rippled output in dc
side. Various methods are used to mitigate these problems in rectifiers. Normally filters
are employed for controlling the problem in existing installations. However, in some
installations, employment of filters becomes cost prohibitive. Therefore, in future
installations, it is preferable to modify the converter topology in design stage to achieve
requred performance in terms of ac harmonics and dc ripple. IEEE standards 519-1992
[10] provides recommended practices and requirements for harmonic control in electrical
power sytem and focuses on the point of common coupling (PCC) with the consumer7

utility interface. The recommendation attemps to reduce the harmonic effects by
establishing limits on certain harmonic indices (currents and voltages). For an industrial
plant, the point between the non-linear load and other loads is defined as PCC.

1.3 Objective
The objective of this research is to investigate harmonic distortion at ac input and
dc ripple at dc output in a 3-phase, 6-pulse rectifier and a 3-phase 12-pulse rectifier and
suggest a methodology for the improvement of harmonic distortion and dc ripple.

1.4 Scope of Research Work
A complete medium-voltage drive system is shown in Fig 1.1. This research is
focused in AC to DC conversion stage as shown by dotted line. When AC is converted to
DC, the converter produces harmonics in the ac system. In addition, the output current
contains dc ripple component. This research investigates the available methods for
mitigating harmonic distortion; a design procedure for limiting output dc ripple, and
design of a negative feedback controller system for thyristor phase control in a 3-phase 6pulse rectifier. Finally, a 12-pulse rectifier is modeled and the results are compared with
those obtained from 6-pulse rectifier. It is recommended that by use of a 12-pulse
rectifier in stead of a 6-pulse rectifier, we can improve the THD and dc ripple by a factor
of 2; and thus the input ac side filter as well as output dc side filter can be eliminated
unlike in a 6-pulse rectifier [11]-[15].
Existing techniques to migitate the harmonic distortion are as follows:
1. Passive shunt filters [16-19]
8

2. Active harmonic injection [20-23]
3. Phase shifting [24-28]
Existing technique to mitigate the dc ripple are as follows:
1. Tapped reactor [29]
2. Inter-phase reactor [30]

1.5 Methodology
Computer model for various AC to DC converters are developed using a
computer program called Alternative Transients Program, ATP [31]. ATP is used to
obtain the voltage and current waveforms. First, the analyses are carried out for singlephase converters. Then, the knowledge of single-phase converters has been applied to the
three-phase converters.

1.6 Chapter Organization
Chapter 2 investigates the theoretical detail on various aspects of harmonics and
harmonic distortion. Chapter 3 presents the detailed description of Alternative Transients
Program, ATP; the program that is used to create computer model of various rectifier.
Chapter 4 presents the design work for thyristor phase control principle, DC output ripple
filter, 3-phase 6-pulse rectifier, 3-phase 12-pulse rectifier, and a negative feedback
integral controller for controlling the firing angle of thyristors. Chapter 5 presents results,
conclusion, and future work. References are given at the end. Appendix A includes
published papers and Appendix B includes ATP file.
9

Chapter Two: Harmonic Distortion
2.1 Introduction
Harmonic distortion is the distortion in the power system due to harmonics.
Harmonics of a signal are the signals that are an integer multiple of the fundamental
frequency. If the fundamental frequency is 60 Hz, the harmonics will have frequency of
2x60, 3x60, and 4x60 and so on. Harmonics in the electrical power system are unwanted
effect due to various reasons. They produce undesirable effects in the power system. If
the level of harmonics is above the limit, they must be mitigated to operate the power
system satisfactorily.
Medium-voltage, high-power industrial drives consists of power electronic
components like diodes, IGBTs, power thyristors etc. The switching frequency of
thyristor in phase control mode is not very high but the switching frequency of IGBT in
pulse width control mode can be as high as 10 kHz. Thus, these devices when switched at
certain frequency produce harmonics. These devices are non-linear loads to the utility [9].
Harmonic distortion in the power system can give rise to a variety of problems
including reduced power factor, deteriorating performance of electrical equipment,
equipment overheating, the incorrect operation of protective relays, interference with
communication devices etc. In some cases, circuit resonance causes dielectric failure of
electric equipment and other type of severe damage [1]-[8].
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The amount of total harmonic distortion produced by these power electronic
drives should be under recommended value per IEEE standard 519-1992. Criteria
specify that any individual harmonics should be equal or less than 3% and total harmonic
distortion (THD) should be equal or less than 5% [10].
Majority of high-power drive manufactures around the world increasingly use
multi-pulse rectifier in their drive at the front end converter in order to meet the harmonic
requirements set by IEEE519-1992 [10]. These converters can be manufactured as 12pulse, 18-pulse, or 24-pulse rectifiers. When the number of pulses is higher than 6, as in
12-, 18-, or 24-, these converters are powered by a transformer with multiple secondary
windings. The number of secondary windings is equal to the number of 6-pulse
converters used and each 6-pulse converters is fed by a separate secondary winding. To
achieve 12-pulse converter, two secondary windings of the transformers are used with a
voltage separation of 300. Likewise, for 18-pulse converter, three secondary windings
with a voltage separation of 200, and for 24-pulse converter, four secondary windings of
transformer with a voltage separation of 150 are used [9].
The main feature of multi-pulse rectifier’s is its ability by which it reduces the
line harmonic distortion. The lower order harmonic currents generated by the multi-pulse
rectifiers are cancelled through the phase-shifting transformer. In general, the line current
distortion decreases with increased number of rectifier pulses, i.e. higher the number of
rectifier pulses, the lower the line current distortion is [9].
Multi pulse rectifier provides multifold advantages over filters as former
eliminates the need of using any active or passive filter and also eliminates possible LC
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resonance in case of filters. The common-mode voltages generated by the rectifier get
blocked by the phase shifting transformer. If the common-mode voltage is not blocked, it
could lead to premature failure of winding insulation of electrical equipment.
The multi-pulse rectifier can be manufactured using diodes or thyristors. In case
of diodes, dc output voltage cannot be controlled. On the other hand, thyristor provides
the ability to control the dc output voltage. Thus the rectifier with diodes as switching
device are termed as voltage source while the rectifier with thyristor as switching device
are termed as current source.

2.2 Production of Harmonics
If a load draws current that is proportional to the applied voltage and the shape of
current waveform is identical to the shape of the voltage waveform, the load is called to
be a linear load. Resistance heater, incandescent lamps, etc are the examples of linear
loads. But, if a load draws current that is not proportional to the applied voltage and the
shape of current waveform is not identical to the shape of applied voltage, the load is
referred to as a non-linear load. The examples of non-linear loads are computers,
discharge lighting, variable speed drives etc. The majority of non-linear loads utilize
semiconductors for power conversion e.g. rectifier.
In non-linear loads, the current waveform that are not sinusoidal contains
harmonic current in additional to the sinusoidal fundamental current. The presence of
harmonic component is responsible for the distortion of the sinusoidal shape of the
current. Harmonic components are integer multiple of the fundamental component. In a
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60 Hz system, 3rd harmonics will have a frequency of 180 Hz; 5th harmonics will have a
frequency of 300 Hz; the 7th harmonics will have a frequency of 420 Hz and so on.
A symmetrical waveform, in which the positive portion of the non sinusoidal
waveform is identical to the negative portion, contains only odd harmonics, like 3 rd, 5th,
7th etc. The waveform produced by a full-wave rectifier is an example of symmetrical
waveform. On the other hand, an asymmetrical waveform, in which the positive portion
of the non sinusoidal waveform is not identical to the negative portion, contains both
even and odd harmonics like 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th etc. The waveform produced by a half-wave
rectifier is an example of an asymmetrical waveform.
A complex harmonic can be formed by adding all harmonics to the fundamental
signal. Fig 2.1 shows an example of complex waveform consisting of the fundamental, 1 st
harmonic, and 3rd harmonic.

Figure 2.1 Complex Waveform
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AC to DC conversion using full-wave rectifiers generates harmonic currents. The
idealized characteristic harmonic currents can be given by the formula:
h = np ± 1 -------------------------------------------------- (2.1)
where: h=order of harmonics
n=an integer 1, 2, 3…
p=number of current pulses per cycle
The magnitude of the harmonic current in an idealized harmonic is given as the
reciprocal of the harmonic number, i.e.:
I = 1/h ------------------------------------------------------ (2.2)
Thus,
2nd harmonic current should represent 50.00% of the fundamental current
3rd harmonic current should represent 33.33% of the fundamental current
4th harmonic current should represent 25.00% of the fundamental current
5th harmonic current should represent 20.00% of the fundamental current
6th harmonic current should represent 16.67% of the fundamental current
7th harmonic current should represent 14.29% of the fundamental current
8th harmonic current should represent 12.50% of the fundamental current
9th harmonic current should represent 11.11% of the fundamental current
10th harmonic current should represent 10.00% of the fundamental current
11th harmonic current should represent 9.09% of the fundamental current
12th harmonic current should represent 8.33% of the fundamental current
13th harmonic current should represent 7.69% of the fundamental current
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14th harmonic current should represent 7.14% of the fundamental current
15th harmonic current should represent 6.67% of the fundamental current
16th harmonic current should represent 6.25% of the fundamental current
17th harmonic current should represent 5.88% of the fundamental current
18th harmonic current should represent 5.56% of the fundamental current
19th harmonic current should represent 5.26% of the fundamental current

Thus, the harmonic components that will be present in a single-phase half-wave
rectifier, which has the number of pulses per cycle equal to one, are 0, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th
and so on. In a single-phase full-wave rectifier, which has the number of pulses per cycle
is equal to 2, are 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th and so on. In a three-phase 6-pulse rectifier, the
harmonic components that will be present are 5th, 7th, 11th, 13th, 17th, 19th, and so on.
Theoretically, the total harmonic distortion, THD, of a 3-phase 6-pulse rectifier can be
given as
%THD= √ (I52+ I72+ I112+ I132+ I172+ I192+….) ---------------------------------- (2.3)
%THD= √ (202+ 14.292+ 9.092+ 7.692+ 5.882+ 5.262+….)
%THD= √ (400+204.2+82.63+59.14+34.57+27.67+……)
%THD= √ (808.21..)
%THD= 28.43..%
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2.3 Line Notching
Line notching is a phenomenon associated with the thyristor based phasecontrolled rectifiers. Commutation notches can be present in diode rectifiers too but to a
lesser extent than the notches associated with thyristor rectifiers. The line notching can
impact the supply system and other equipment seriously. A 3-phase full-wave thyristor
rectifier network supplying a DC load is shown in Fig 2.2.

Id
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Fig 2.3 illustrates an example of line notching at the terminals of the thyristor
rectifier. As the notching is at the input terminals, the circuit presents a minimal amount
of inductance in the circuit without any source impedance. The voltage notches can
be seen at the moments when the continuous line current commutates from one phase to
another. During the commutation period though for a very short duration, the two
phases are short-circuited through the rectifier bridge and the AC source impedance.
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The result is that the voltage, as illustrated, reduces to almost zero as the current
increases, limited only by the source impedances.

Figure 2.3 Example of Line Notching

The number of notches is equal to the number of pulses. In this case, 6 notches
can be seen as Fig 2.3 represents line notching for a 6-pulse rectifiers. The location of
notches represents the firing instants of thyristors, as the phase angle of thyristor varies
depending upon the needed output voltage. The disturbances associated with line
notching reduce as we head towards a stiff source. An impedance of relatively low value
with relatively high source circuit capacity is called a stiff source.
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2.4 Effects of Harmonics
Harmonics produce many unwanted effects in the system. The most prominent
effect is the increased equipment heating caused by increase in iron losses and copper
losses. Single-phase nonlinear loads present increased the peak-to-peak voltage
magnitudes, increasing the stress on the rectifiers.
Many electronic controls are based on zero crossing principle. Where line
notching occurs such as in thyristor phase controlled load, additional zero crossing of the
input signal may appear. The control loops can become unstable due to the combined
effect of harmonic distortion and line notching. When the drives are at low speed and
heavy load, the effect of line notching is more pronounced.
Isolation transformers and/or commutating reactors are often installed between
the line and the rectifier to attenuate the voltage notches. The isolation transformer or
commutating reactors are used for rectifier above 10 HP. This also helps reduce the effect
of line notching and harmonics impressed on the drive. However, if the line notching or
harmonics level are significant, thyristor misfiring can result. The result of thyristor
misfiring is blowing of fuse or the circuit breaker tripping.
Increasing the number of pulse multiplication i.e. 12-pulses, 18-pulses, or 24pulses, reduces the effects of harmonics as well as line notching at the drive terminals [9].
2.5 Source of Harmonics:
A common type of 3-phase non-linear load is 3-phase 6-pulse rectifier bridge. The
nonlinear loads produce a significant amount of harmonics in the system. Not only the
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nonlinear loads but also linear equipment such as rotating machines and transformers
produce harmonics. However, the magnitude of harmonics produced by linear loads is
relatively small compared to those produced by nonlinear loads. Major sources that
produce harmonics are given in more detail below.
2.5.1 Thyristor drives:
The harmonics produced by a thyristor drive are a function of the pulse number,
i.e. pulse number ± 1, i.e. for 6-pulses, 5th, 7th, 11th, 13th etc. The magnitude of harmonic
current is found to be at a maximum value at full load. The effect of loading on harmonic
distortion is described in more detail in section 2.6. A typical current waveform of a 3phase 6-pulse rectifier is shown in Fig 2.4 and a typical harmonic spectrum is shown in
Fig 2.5.

Figure 2.4 Typical 3-phase 6-Pulse Thyristor Rectifier Current Waveform
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2.5.2 Rotating Machines
Linear loads like generators and motors are also source of harmonics. These
sources produce relatively small amount of harmonics in comparison with electronic
nonlinear loads.

Figure 2.5 Harmonic Current Spectrum of Typical 3-phase 6-Pulse Thyristor
Rectifier

The magneto-motive force (MMF) in rotating machines is not evenly distributed
as windings are embedded into the slots. Because of this, distortion will occur which
produces harmonics. In larger machines, coil spanning is used to attenuate the 5 th and 7th
harmonics. However, rotating machine harmonics are relatively small in magnitude and
rarely troublesome compared to those in nonlinear loads.
2.5.3 Transformers
As a result of the nonlinear relationship between currents and voltage and
magnetic materials used, transformers also produce harmonics. Transformer magnetizing
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current, due to the nonlinear relationship between current and voltage and magnetic
material used, are not sinusoidal and contain harmonics, especially 3 rd and other triplens.
If the input voltage is perfectly sinusoidal, the current will be nonlinear and would
contain harmonics. On the other hand, if the magnetizing current is sinusoidal, the output
voltage will be nonlinear. However, it should be noted that the harmonics produced in
transformers are rarely problematic and are almost negligible, similar to rotating
machines, compared to harmonics from electronic nonlinear sources.

2.6 The Effect of Loading on Harmonic Distortion
The magnitude of the characteristic harmonic currents is proportional to the load
current in non-linear load. The harmonic current distortion (Ithd) is at highest at rated
load, except under resonant conditions. At resonant condition, specific harmonic currents
can have significantly higher value.
The total voltage distortion (Vthd), which is dependent on the magnitude of each
harmonic current at its specific harmonic frequency, tends to decrease the farther it is
measured from the harmonic-producing load except in resonance condition. It is usually
the highest nearer to the harmonic load and progressively reduces due to the voltage drop
in cables, transformers, and other impedances. Higher the magnitude of harmonic current,
higher is the voltage distortion for given impedance.
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2.7 Harmonics and System Power Factor
2.7.1 Power Factor in Systems with only Linear Loads
In power systems containing only linear loads, the vector relationship between
voltage and current, the power factor, cos φ, can be illustrated by the figure 2.6

Where the power factor, cos φ =

=

---------------------------------------- (2.4)

The apparent power, S (kVA) = √ (P2+Q2) = √ (kW2+kVAr2) ---------------- (2.5)
where, P=Active Power in kW
S=Apparent Power in kVA
Q= Reactive Power in kVAr
S
Q

φ
P
Figure 2.6 Power Factor Components in System with Linear Load

2.7.2 Power Factor in Power System with Nonlinear Loads
In power systems consisting of also nonlinear loads, there are two power factors;
the true power factor, which is a measure of the power factor of both the fundamental and
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harmonic component in power system, and the displacement power factor, i.e. the power
factor of the fundamental component. These two power factor are illustrated in Fig. 2.7
S

D
Q
φ
P
Figure 2.7 Power Factor Components in System with Harmonics

≠

With reference to the Fig 2.6 the power factor cos φ =
In Fig. 2.7 the apparent power, S (kVA) = √ (P2+Q2+D2)

= √ (kW2+kVAr2+kVAr2H) ----------------------------- (2.6)
The active power, P, can be calculated as:
P=

hIhcosφh=P0+P1+

hIhcosφh

-------------------- (2.7)

where φh is the phase of the n-th harmonic
Similarly, the reactive power, Q, can be given as
Q=

Hrms IHrms sin

φh= Q1+

h

----------------------- (2.8)

where P0 = DC component of active power
P1/Q1= (active power/reactive power) of fundamental component
Ph/Qh= (active power/reactive power) of individual harmonics
The apparent power, S, can also be given as follows:
S=Vrms. Irms --------------------------------------------------------- (2.9)
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S= √ (

2

2
Hrms I Hrms)

---------------------------------------- (2.10)

S=V1rms. I1rms √ (1+THD2v) √ (1+THD2I) --------------------- (2.11)
S=S1 √ (1+THD2v) √ (1+THD2I) ------------------------------- (2.12)
where S1 is the apparent power of the fundamental component
Now, since active power, P, reactive power, Q, and apparent power, S, are
defined, the distortion power, D, can be given as
D2=S2 - (P2+Q2) --------------------------------------------------- (2.13)
Thus the power factor for a system containing nonlinear loads can be defined as
Power factor: cos φ= P/S = P/ {S1 √ (1+THD2v) √ (1+THD2I)}
= cos φdisp. cos φdist -------------------------------------- (2.14)
Displacement power factor: cos φdisp =P/S1 ------------------------------------ (2.15)
Distortion power factor: cos φdist = 1/ {√ (1+THD2v) √ (1+THD2I)}
= V1rms I1rms/ Vrms Irms
= S1/S -------------------------------------------- (2.16)
Many drive manufacturers sell their drives stating a high power factor at all loads
as an advantage but this high power factor is only displacement power factor and not the
true power factor.
2.7.3 Improvement in power factor by mitigating harmonics
It can be seen from Fig 2.7 that the true power factor improves if the distortion
power factor is reduced. Any type of harmonic mitigation, active, passive, or phaseshifting, will increase the true power factor.
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On a 3-phase, 6-pulse rectifier, the true power factor will vary, depending upon
also the conduction angle of the rectifier, due to changing speed. On this type of drive,
the use of passive (L-C) filters tuned to a specific harmonic frequency like 5th, 7th, 11th,
13th etc can be used to mitigate the harmonics. These filters not only mitigate harmonics
but also improve power factor via filter capacitors. However, we must be careful at light
load to prevent a leading power factor.
Power factor corrections can also be achieved by active filters. The active filters
provide harmonic cancellation current into the power system. Thus, the power system
source then supplies only fundamental component to the nonlinear loads. In additional to
the harmonics cancellation, active filters also provide reactive current for correcting
leading or lagging power factor at any load.

2.8 Influence of Source Impedance and kVA on Harmonics
Based on impedance there are 2 types of sources; stiff source and soft source.
Both sources have a significant effect on the nonlinear currents drawn by the load and the
resultant voltage distortion. Stiff sources have lower impedance but higher short circuit
current and are often associated with transformers where the source impedance is in the
order of 5% to 10%. On the other hands, soft source have comparatively higher
impedance and lower short circuit current and are often associated with the generators. In
generators the sub-transient reactance, Xd”, is in the range of 0.1 per unit to 0.2 per unit.
In case of stiff sources, nonlinear loads draw a higher value of harmonic current
as the current is not limited by the leakage reactance of the source but the voltage
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distortions are lower. On the other hand, in case of soft sources, loads draw a lower value
of harmonic current but significantly higher levels of voltage distortion is present.
To reduce the harmonic voltage distortion from a soft source, generators would
need a low value of sub-transient reactance, Xd”, which can be achieved by over-sizing
the kVA rating. By over-sizing the generator, it supplies increased fault current and
turning the generator into a relatively stiffer source.
For a given load, the kVA rating also has an impact on the magnitude of harmonic
currents and associated voltage distortion. The short circuit capability and associated I L/
Isc (load current to short circuit current ratio) varies with a variation in kVA. The
harmonic current distortion Ithd, are higher for higher value of kVA or MVA but the
resultant harmonic voltage distortion, Vthd, will be lower, provided constant source
impedance.

2.9 Effect of Unbalance and Background Voltage Distortion
The voltage unbalance introduces uncharacteristic harmonics and possibly DC
component in the power system. In addition, the unbalance currents are responsible for
increased thermal stress on the drive. Further, an increase in the production of
uncharacteristic harmonics and the total harmonic current distortion are possible due to
misfiring of thyristor. The uncharacteristic harmonics are rarely considered in the design
of equipment as these harmonics are difficult to predict. It is easier to address the cause
of the uncharacteristic harmonics than designing a system to mitigate these
uncharacteristic harmonics.
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2.9.1 Voltage Unbalance and 3-Phase, 6-Pulse Rectifier
The performance of phase-shift in harmonic mitigation system gets poorer by
voltage unbalance and voltage distortion. A 300 phase shift cancels the 5th and 7th
harmonics. However, due to voltage unbalance, there will be residual 5 th and 7th harmonic
current present even after mitigation.
2.9.2 Background Voltage Distortion and 3-Phase, 6-Pulse Rectifier
Background voltage distortion produces undesirable performance in multi-pulse
drive system. They can cause damage to the front end capacitors used for power factor
correction and harmonic filter. The background voltage distortion also degrades the
performance of multi-pulse drive system that depends on phase shift for harmonic
mitigation.

2.10 Effect of Resonance
A resonance in the power system results in high voltage or high current depending
upon series or parallel resonance respectively. The high voltage or high current can
damage the electrical equipment. The reactive impedances are frequency dependent. The
capacitive reactance is inversely proportional to the frequency, whereas the inductive
reactance is directly proportional to the frequency. When the inductive reactance is equal
to capacitive reactance, the resonance is said to be occurred.
In series resonance, the total impedance reduces to the resistance component only.
Where resistive impedance is low, a high value of current at resonance frequency can
flow through the circuit and damage the equipment.
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In parallel resonance, the total impedance increases to the resistance component
only. At resonance frequency a high voltage can be present across the equipment and
damage the equipment.
Series resonance is less common than parallel resonance because the majority of
equipment is connected in parallel. Major problems due to resonance are overhearing of
equipment, equipment damage, nuisance relay tripping, and capacitor fuse failure.

2.11 Mitigation of Harmonics
In order to limit the harmonic currents and associated voltage distortion within the
limits, the majority of nonlinear loads associated with bulk power often needs addition of
mitigation equipment. Depending upon the solution desired, the mitigation may be an
integral unit with nonlinear load or a discrete unit installed in the switchboard. On a
system with multiple nonlinear loads, some harmonic cancellation occurs due to phase
angle diversification between the multiple harmonic sources.
There are three major methods for mitigating the harmonics. The method utilized
in any particular application depends upon the nature and magnitude of the mitigation
needed and power system configuration.
2.11.1 Active Filters
Active filters are mainly used for mitigating triplen harmonics in four-wire
systems. The active filters monitor the load currents in 3-phases and neutral wire. The
notch filter is used to remove the fundamental component. The remainder is the harmonic
distortion current. This remainder distortion is phase reversed (1800 out of phase) and
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injected into the load as harmonic cancellation current. Thus, the harmonic component is
supplied to the load by active filter and the source supplies only fundament component.
2.11.2 Passive Filters
Passive filters are used to mitigate harmonic distortion for multiple applications.
A passive filter consists of a capacitor, inductor and occasionally resistors. Their
operation depends on resonance phenomenon. At series resonance, inductive reactance
and capacitive reactance cancel each other leaving only resistive impedance in the circuit.
The series filters are usually connected in parallel with the nonlinear load. These filter
offer very low impedance to the harmonic frequencies that need to be mitigated. For
example, for mitigating, 5th and 7th harmonic distortion, one set of filters would be
needed to mitigate 5th harmonics, and another set of filters would be needed to mitigate
7th harmonics. Change in sources and load impedances have impact in the performance of
passive filters. Since passive filters attract harmonics from other sources, the
phenomenon must be taken into account in design.
2.11.3 Phase Shifting
For high power operation, generally 400 HP motors or larger, phase-shifting
technique is used to mitigate the input harmonic current. The phase-shifting is achieved
by using multiple converters. The way multiple converters are connected together
facilitate in canceling certain harmonics produced by one converter to those produced by
other converter. Certain harmonics, determined by number of converter bridges used, are
eliminated at the input i.e. primary side of the phase shift transformer.
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The phase shifting technique is also called multi-pulsing. So the converter that
utilizes phase shifting transformer for harmonics mitigation is termed as multi pulse
drive, i.e. 6-pulse drive, 12-pulse drive, 18-pulse drive, 24-pulse drive etc. A single unit
3-phase rectifier is called 6-pulse rectifier. Thus, a 12-pulse rectifier will have 2x6-pulse
rectifier, 18-pulse will have 3x6-pulse and so on. Phase-shifting not only reduce the
harmonic input current but also reduces the ripple on the DC output of the rectifier.
The phase shift angle is a function of the number of the rectifiers that are used [9]:
Phase shift in degrees=60/Number of rectifier bridges
For example, a 12-pulse rectifier will need a phase shift of 600/2=300. Similarly
an 18-pulse rectifier will need a phase shift of 200. Due to stringent harmonic requirement
of IEEE 519-1992, 6-pulse rectifiers are finding decreased use as the harmonics produced
by a 6-pulse rectifier is above the IEEE 519-1992 recommendation. However, the use of
18-pulse rectifier is increasing in the USA.

2.12 Harmonic Limit Recommendation
Total harmonic distortion is calculated in a range of 50th harmonics. In this range,
the total harmonic voltage distortion should be equal or less than 5% as measured at any
point of common coupling (PCC) with any individual harmonic voltage distortion not
exceeding 3% of the fundamental [10].
On a dedicated system, higher level of harmonic distortion may be permissible as
long as the equipment can operate safely at the higher limits. This method is generally not
practical in a system where industrial loads are supplied form a common power point.
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In a power system all operating modes should be considered for harmonic limits.
If certain operating modes last for only a small fraction of time but produce higher
harmonic distortion, it may not be necessary to provide additional harmonic mitigation
technique for that short duration.
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Chapter Three: Alternative Transients Program, ATP

3.1 Introduction
Alternative Transients Program, ATP is a universal program for digital simulation
of transient phenomenon of power electronics, control systems, and power systems. ATP
can simulate complex networks and control systems of arbitrary structure. It is one of the
most powerful programs available for digital simulations [31].

3.2 Operating Principles
ATP uses trapezoidal rule of integration to solve the differential equations of
system component in time domain. Therefore output waveform can be plotted for a
desired length of time. Non-zero initial conditions can be determined either automatically
by a steady-state phasor solution or the initial conditions can be entered by the user for
simpler components. Interfacing capability to the program modules like TACS (Transient
Analysis of Control Systems) and MODELS (a simulation language) enables modeling of
control system and components with nonlinear characteristics such as power electronics,
arcs, and corona. Symmetric or un-symmetric disturbances are allowed such as faults,
lightning surges, and all kind of switching operations including power electronics
switching [31].
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3.3 Program Capabilities
ATP can simulate the system up to 6,000 buses; 10,000 branches; 1,200 switches;
900 sources; 2,250 nonlinear elements, and 90 synchronous machines. ATP is capable of
providing solutions of a system that is a combination of electrical and mechanical
systems [31].
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Chapter Four: Modeling, Simulation, Results and Analysis

4.1 Thyristor Phase Control
Rectifiers with diode switches are not controllable. In many applications, it is
necessary for the dc voltage to be controllable. For controllability, diodes are replaced by
thyristors. Unlike in diodes, in thyristors, conduction does not happen only after
exceeding the threshold voltage when forward biased but also thyristors need a triggering
signal at the gate. Anode, cathode, and gate of a thyristor are sown in Fig. 4.1
By the use of phase control, average values of load voltage can be controlled and
varied [11]. The application of triggering pulse at the thyristor gate at any desired instant
during the period when the thyristor is forward biased to control the magnitude of the dc
output voltage is called phase control [11].
The system being investigated in this section is single-phase full-wave controlled
bridge rectifier. Circuit diagram, mathematical expressions, and voltage and current
waveforms are presented for each rectifier when feeding the following loads:
1.

Resistive load, R

2.

Resistive, R, and inductive, L, load

3.

Resistive, R, Inductive, L, and EMF
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The load electro-magnetic force, EMF, may be either a battery bank or back emf
of a dc motor.
4.1.1 Rectifier with R Load
Fig. 4.1 shows a single-phase bridge rectifier with R load. Anode, cathode, and
gate are marked for thyristor T1. Similar is true for thyristors T2, T3, and T4. Once
thyristor is fired at gate, while it is forward biased, thyristor starts conducting. Thyristor
turns off when current being conducted reaches zero value.

Cathod
T1

Gate

T3

Anode
+
Vs

R

Vo

T4

T2

Figure 2 Single-phase bridge rectifier with R load

Figure 4.1 Single-phase full-wave bridge rectifier with R load

Vs is root mean square, RMS, value of source voltage and Vo is average dc
output voltage. Vs is given by Vm sin ɷt where Vm is peak value of Vs.
In the circuit shown in Fig. 4.1, T1 and T2 are fired simultaneously at firing
angle, α, in positive half cycle of the source. Similarly, T3 and T4 are fired
simultaneously at firing angle, π+α, in negative half cycle. Since the load is purely
resistive, the voltage and current both go to zero at π, 2π, and so on.
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The source voltage and firing signals are shown in Fig 4.2. It can be seen that one
cycle of the supply is 16.667 ms i.e. the supply frequency is 60 Hz. Positive cycle is fired
at 2.0833 ms i.e. at 450 and, 2π+450, 4π+450, and so on. Similarly negative half cycle is
fired at 10.4167 ms i.e. at 1800+450 and, 2π+1800+450, 4π+1800+450, and so on.

Figure 4.2 Source voltage and firing pulses

The output voltage (plotted as v) and output current (plotted as c) are shown in
Figure 4.3. The thyristor that is turned on at α is turned off at π and the thyristor that is
turned on at π+α is turned off at 2π. During positive half cycle of the source voltage the
thyristor pair T1 and T2 are turned on after the instant of firing pulse and are turned off
when the current becomes zero. Thyristor turn off process is known as commutation.
Similar is true for the thyristor pair T3 and T4 during negative half cycle.
The average output voltage Vo and the average load current Io can be given as
follows [11]:
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Figure 4.3 Load voltage and current for purely resistive load

Vo =

𝜋

π
α

π
π α

--------------------- (4.1)

After solving we get:
Vo =

π

(1+cos α) ---------------------------------------------------------------- (4.2)

and the average load current can be given as:
Io =

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ (4.3)

From equations (4.2) and (4.3), it can be seen that the maximum value of Vo and
hence of Io occurs when cos α = 1 i.e. α = 00.
The firing angle may thus be defined as the angle corresponding to the duration
between the instant of triggering that gives largest average output voltage to the instant
that gives any desired average output voltage.
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4.1.2 Rectifier with R and L Load
A single phase controlled full-wave bridge rectifier feeding a RL load is shown in
Fig 4.4. The output waveform for this circuit depends on the value of the inductance, L,
and the firing angle, α.

Cathod
T1

Gate

T3

Anode
R
+
Vo

Vs
L
T4

-

T2

Figure 4 Single-phase bridge rectifier with R and L load

Figure 4.4 Single-phase full-wave bridge rectifier with R and L load

Since, the current cannot change instantaneously in an inductor; thyristor T1 and
T2 will continue to conduct even after the voltage zero until the current becomes zero. If
the value of inductance is large, T1 and T2 may not turn off at all until thyristors T3 and
T4 is fired. Firing of T3 and T4 reverse biases and turns T1 and T2 off. The load current
will shift from pair T1 and T2 to pair T3 and T4.
The voltage and current waveforms for an arbitrary RL load are shown in Figure
4.5. The load voltage Vo becomes equal to the source voltage Vs immediately after
thyristors are fired. However, because of the load inductance, the current starts rising
gradually from its zero value and attains maximum value after sometime depending upon
the value of inductor. It can be seen that at 8.33 ms i.e. π radian (180 0), Io is not zero
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even though Vo is zero. At some angle β (9.3 ms), Io reduces to zero and thyristors T1
and T2 turned off. During the period between

= π and

= β, i.e. when the voltage is

negative and the current is positive, the magnetic energy stored in the inductor is
delivered back to the supply. After

= β, Vo=0 and Io=0. Angle β is called extinction

angle. Thus, the conduction angle y can be given as [11]:
y = (β – α) --------------------------------------------------------------------------- (4.4)

Figure 4.5 Load voltage and current for resistive and inductive load

It can be seen from Fig 4.5 that the output current is zero when

= α and

= β.

If the inductance value is large, output current becomes continuous and comparatively
ripple-free.
The average output voltage Vo can be given as [11]:
Vo =

π

cos α ------------------------------------------------------------------- (4.5)
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4.1.3 Rectifier with R, L, and E Load
A single phase controlled full-wave bridge rectifier feeding a RLE load is shown
in Fig 4.6. Voltage E corresponds to a battery emf or a back emf of a dc motor. Thyristor
pair T1 and T2 is fired simultaneously at α while the pair T3 and T4 are fired after π
radians in each cycle. When pair T1 and T2 is ON, the output voltage is same as the
supply voltage. When the pair T1 and T2 is OFF and pair T3 and T4 are not turned ON
yet, the output voltage is equal to emf E. Fig 4.7 shows the output voltage and current
waveforms. The presence of a voltage source in the load tends to reverse bias the
thyristor during the period when

= 0 and

= α. The thyristor will not turn on for a

firing angle smaller than a certain value called critical angle, α c, can be given as [11]:
α c = sin-1 (E/Vm) ---------------------------------------------------------------- (4.6)

In this model, for E=50V and Vm=√2 * 120 V=169. 71 V, α c = 17.140. Since a
firing angle of 450 is used, there is no problem for thyristor to turn on.

Cathod
T1

Gate

T3
R

Anode

L

Vs

E
T4

+

Vo

-

T2

Figure 6 Single-phase bridge rectifier with R, L, and E load

Figure 4.6 Single-phase full-wave bridge rectifier with R, L, and E load
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Figure 4.7 Load voltage and current for resistive, inductive, and emf load

The average value of the output voltage is given below [14]:
Vo =

π

cos α ------------------------------------------------------------------- (4.7)

4.1.4 Summary
The variation of output voltage, Vo, with respect to firing angle α is plotted in
Fig. 4.8. It can be noted that the output voltage is positive until the firing angle is less
than π/2 (900) and the output voltage is negative for values of α greater than π/2. The
operation of the converter takes two different forms. For values α smaller than π/2, the
converter operates as a rectifier. During this operation power flows from the supply to the
load. But, if α is greater than π/2 and the load circuit emf E is reversed, it is possible to
transfer the dc power from battery or a running dc motor to the ac supply as ac power.
This is equivalent to inversion. Thus, the same converter can operate as a rectifier as well
as an inverter depending upon the value of α and the polarity of the dc source. The
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converter operating as an inverter makes use of the line voltage for commutation.
Therefore, it is called line-commutated inverter.

Variation of Vo with α
Output Voltage,Volts

150
100
50
0
-50

0

45

90

135

180

-100
-150

Firing angle α, degree

Figure 4.8 Variation of output voltage with firing angle

From Fig. 4.8 a table as shown below can be created. TABLE 4.1 below shows an
interesting relationship between firing angle, α, and output voltage, Vo.

Table 4.1 Firing angle vs. Output Voltage
Firing Angle

Output Voltage

00

2 Vm /π

600

Vm /π

900

0

1200

- Vm /π

1800

- 2 Vm /π
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In rectifier operation, the average value of output voltage Vo must be greater than
the load circuit emf E, while during inverter operation, the load circuit emf must be
greater than the average value of the output voltage.

4.2 Filter Design
When ac power is converted to dc power using rectifiers, dc output contains
undesirable ac components called ripple. Many rectifier applications require that the
ripple do not exceed a specified value. If the ripple exceeds the specified value, different
unwanted effects appear in the system. Some of the unwanted effects are stray heating,
audible noise etc. Ripple can be mitigated using an output filter.
The ripple factor is a ratio of the rms value of the ripple voltage Vrms to the
average value V0 at the output of a rectifier filter [14]. Fig 4.9 indicates the parameters
needed to determine the ripple factor graphically. It is assumed that the ripple voltage has
sinusoidal waveform. The formula for determining the percentage of ripple is
Percentage of ripple = (RMS value of ripple/Average DC output) x 100
= (Vrms/ V0) x 100
where; Vrms = 0.707 x Vp
Vp = peak value of ripple voltage
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A circuit that minimizes or eliminates the ripple component from the rectified
output is called a filter. Filter systems in general are composed of a capacitor or an
inductor. Capacitor filters are used for lower-power applications. On the other hand,
inductor filters are used in high-power applications [14].
Depending upon the passive element used, the filters can be classified as
1. Capacitor filter
2. Inductor filter
In this section, each of above filters is modeled for full-wave bridge rectifier.
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4.2.1 Capacitor Filter
A rectifier circuit without a filter produces pulses at the output. The fluctuations
can be reduced if some of the energy can be stored in a capacitor while the rectifier is
producing pulses and is allowed to discharge from the capacitor between pulses.
Pos
D1

Load

D3

i0

is

+
Vs

C

R

Vo

D4

D2
Neg

Figure 4.10 Full-wave bridge rectifier with a capacitor filter
Figure 2. Capacitor, C, Filter

Fig 4.10 shows a full-wave bridge rectifier with a capacitor filter. Vs is rms value
of source voltage and is equal to 120 V. Frequency of the source is 60 Hz. Time varying
source current is represented by is and load current by i o. Diodes are represented as D1,
D2, D3, and D4. During positive half cycle of the source, D1 and D2 conduct. During
negative half cycle, D3 and D4 conduct. Filter capacitor is represented by C and the load
is represented by R. The value of load is 10 Ohm. Value of C is calculated in this section
for different values of ripple. The output waveforms are plotted in ATP for 3% ripple and
the ATP model is verified with the formula for calculating the ripple.
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Figure 4.11 Full-wave output without a filter
Fig 4.11 shows the voltage output of the full-wave bridge rectifier across point
POS and NEG of Fig 4.10 without the filter capacitor. This pulsating voltage is applied to
the filter capacitor represented by C in Fig 4.10. The capacitor will react to any change in
circuit voltage. Because the rate of capacitor charging is limited only by the impedance in
the source side which is pretty low, the voltage across the capacitor can rise nearly as fast
as the half sine wave voltage from the rectifier. In other words, the RC charge time is
relatively short. The charge on the capacitor represents storage of energy. When the
rectifier output drops to zero, the voltage across the capacitor does not fall immediately.
Instead, the energy stored in the capacitor is discharged through the load during the time
that the rectifier is not supplying energy.
The voltage across the capacitor and the load falls off very slowly if it is assumed
that a large capacitor and relatively large value of load resistance are used. In other
words, the RC discharge time is relatively long. Therefore, the amplitude of the ripple is
greatly decreased as shown in Fig 4.12. Waveform v:POS -NEG represents the output
without a filter and waveform v:LOAD –NEG represents the output with the filter.
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After the capacitor has been discharged, the rectifier does not begin to pass
current until the output voaltage of the rectifier exceeds the voltage across the capacitor.
This occurs at 10 ms in Fig 4.12. Current flows in the rectifier until slightly after the peak
of the half sine wave at 13 ms. At this time the sine wave is falling faster than the
capacitor can discharge. A short pulse of current beginning at 10 ms and ending at 13
ms is therefore supplied to the capacitor by power source.

Figure 4.12 Output for full-wave bridge rectifier

The average voltage, Vo, of the full-wave bridge rectifier output is 0.636xVm
[10]. Vm is peak value of Vs and is equal to √2 xVs. From Fig 4.11 it can be seen that the
average value is 0.636x√2x120 V= 108 V. Because the capacitor abosorbs energy during
the pulse and delivers this energy to the load between pulses, the output voltage can never
fall to zero. Hence the average votage of the filter otuput as shwon in Fig 4.12 is greater
than that of the unfiltered output shown in Fig 4.11. However, if the resistance of the load
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is small, a heavy current will be drawn by the load and the average output votlage will
fall. Also, the fitler capacitor acts like a short circuit across the rectifier while the
capacitor is being charged. Due to these reasons, a simple capacitor filter is not suitable
for rectifiers in higher power applications.
In practice, the ripple factor can be found from [14]
RF= 1/[√2 (2frRC-1)] -------------------------------------------------------------- (4.8)
where fr is the output ripple frequency.

From Fig 4.11, it can be seen that there are 2 otuput pulses for each cycle of
supply voltage. Therefore the frequency of output ripple, fr, is 120 Hz. Using equation
(4.8) the value of capacitor is calculated for different values of ripple and the results are
tabulated in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2 Percentage Ripple vs. Capacitance
RF %
1
2
3
4
5

R
Ohms
10
10
10
10
10

fr Hz
120
120
120
120
120

C mF
29.880
15.148
10.238
7.782
6.309

Using the capacitor value of 10.238 mF for 3% ripple, the voltage waveforms are
plotted in Fig 4.13.
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Figure 4.13 Output voltage waveform for 3% ripple with 10.238 mF capacitor

From Fig 4.13, Vmax = 170 Volts, Vmin = 156 Volts, Vo = 163 Volts, and, Vp= 7 Volts
Vrms of ripple = 0.707x7 Volts= 4.95 Volts.
Ripple percentage = (Vrms/Vo) x 100
= 3%
The same value of percentage ripple is obtained from simulation as well as from
the equation (4.8).
4.2.2 Inductor Filter
From above we know that a capacitor is a device that reacts to variation in voltage
and are connected across the load. The inductor is a device that reacts to changes in
current. The inductor causes delay in current. Since the current is same in all parts of the
series circuit, an inductor L is connected in series with the load as shown in Fig 4.14.
Circuit nomenclature and circuit parameters are the same as those in capacitor filter.
Output of the rectifier without the inductor filter will be the same as shown in Fig 4.11.
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The sequence of operation of diodes is also the same as those in capacitor filter. In this
section the value of inductor required for different value of ripple are calculated and
results are tabulated in Table 4.3. The output waveforms are plotted using ATP for 3%
ripple.
The use of an inductor prevents the current from building up or dying down too
quickly. If the inductor is made large enough, the current becomes continuous and nearly
constant. The inductor prevents the current from ever reaching the peak value which
would otherwise be reached without a filter inductor. Consequently, the output voltage
never reaches the peak value of the applied sine wave. Thus, a rectifier whose output is
filtered by an inductor cannot produce as high a voltage as that could be produced by a
rectifier filtered by a capacitor. However, this disadvantage is partly compensated
because the inductor filter permits a larger current without a serious change in output
voltage. This is the reason that an inductor filter is suitable for high power applications.
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Figure 4.14 Full-wave bridge rectifier with an inductor filter
Figure 1. Inductor, L, Filter
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Figure 4.15 Load current

Typical output waveforms are shown in Fig 4.15. Waveform that has a peak value
of 17 A is the current without the inductor filter. The waveform that has a peak value of
12.6 A is the current with the inductor filter.
In practice, the ripple factor can be found from [14]

RF= 0.4714/√[1+(4πfi L/R)2] ----------------------------------------------------- (4.9)
where fi is the input frequency

It should be noted that in equation (4.9) for inductor filter, input line frequency is
used for calculation unlike the case of capacitor filter where output ripple frequency was
used in equation (4.8). Using formula shown above, the value of inductor is calculated for
different values of ripple and the results are tabulated in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3 Percentage Ripple vs. Inductance
RF %
1
2
3
4
5

R Ohms
10
10
10
10
10

fi
60
60
60
60
60

L mH
624.821
312.200
207.898
155.677
124.287

Using the inductor value of 207.898 for 3% ripple, the current waveform is
plotted as shown in Fig 4.16. From Fig 4.16, Imax = 11.25 A, Imin = 10.34 A, Io = 10.79
A, Ip = 0.46
Irms of ripple = 0.707 x 0.46 A = 0.325 A
Ripple percentage = (Irms/Io) x 100
=3%
The same value of percentage ripple is obtained from computer simulation as that
was calculated using equation (4.9).

Figure 4.16 Output current waveform for 3% ripple with 207.898 mH inductor
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4.2.3 Summary
The values of capacitor or inductor needed for various type of filter to limit the dc
ripple to 3% is shown in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4 Filter Type vs. Capacitance and Inductance
Filter Type
Capacitor Filter
Inductor Filter

Capacitor in mF
10.238
N/A

Inductor in mH
N/A
207.898

4.3 Multi-pulse Rectifier
In order to meet the harmonic requirement set by IEEE standard 519-1992, major
high-power drive manufactures around the world are increasingly using multi-pulse
rectifier in their drive at front end converter. These rectifiers can be configured as 12-,
18-, and 24-pulse rectifiers and powered by a transformer with a number of secondary
windings. Each 6-pulse rectifier is fed by a secondary winding. To achieve 12-pulse
rectifier two 6-pulse rectifiers are used. Likewise, for 18-pulse, three 6-pulse rectifiers,
and for 24-pulse, four 6-pulse rectifiers are used.
The multi-pulse rectifier’s main feature is its ability to reduce the line harmonic
distortion. Some of the lower order harmonic currents generated by the six-pulse
rectifiers are cancelled through the phase-shifting transformer. In general, as the number
of rectifier pulses increases, the line current distortion decreases i.e. higher the number of
rectifier pulses, the lower the line current distortion is.
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4.3.1 Three-phase 6-pulse Rectifier
Fig 4.17 shows a simplified circuit diagram of a three-phase six-pulse thyristor
rectifier. The inductance Ls is the total inductance including the line inductance,
transformer reactance, and line reactor between the utility and the rectifier. For the ideal
rectifier Ls is assumed to be zero. On the dc side a choke Ld is used to make the dc
current ripple free [12]. The RC snubber circuits [33] for thyristor are not shown in Fig
4.17 but are considered in the computer model created in alternative transients program
(ATP) [31].
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Figure 1 Simplified circuit diagram of a six-pulse thyristor rectifier

Figure 4.17 Simplified circuit diagram of a six-pulse thyristor rectifier

Fig 4.18 shows typical waveforms of the rectifier, where va, vb, and vc are the
phase voltages of the utility supply, P1 thru P6 are the gate firing pulses for thyristors T1
thru T6 respectively and α is the firing angle of the thyristors.
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Figure 4.18 Waveform of an ideal six-pulse thyristor rectifier operating at α=300
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During interval I, thyristors T1 and T6 are conduct assuming T6 was conducting
prior to turn on of T1. The positive dc voltage is vp with respect to ground is va and the
negative bus voltage vn i.e. equal to vb. The dc output voltage can be found from vd=vpvn=vab. The line currents can be given as ia=Id, ib=-Id, and ic=0.
During interval II, thyristor T6 is turned off after T2 turns on and the dc current Id
is commuted from T6 to T2. Thus T1 and T2 are conducting. The positive dc voltage vp
is still the same i.e. vp=va but the negative bus voltage vn is equal to vc. The dc output
voltage can be found from vd=vp-vn=vac. The line currents can be given as, ia=Id, ib=0, and
ic=-Id.
Following the same procedure all the voltage and current waveforms in other
interval can be obtained. It should be noted that the number of thyristor and gate is also
the sequence of their firing.
The average dc output voltage can be given as [13]
Vd = 1.35 VLL cos α -------------------------------------------------------------- (4.10)
The equation (4.10) depicts that the rectifier dc output voltage Vd is positive when
the α is less than π/2 and becomes negative for an α greater than π/2. But irrespective of
the polarity of the dc output voltage, the dc current Id is always positive. The technique to
control the dc output voltage by firing angle, α, is called phase-control technique [14].
The power is delivered from utility to the load when the rectifier produces
positive dc voltage. With a negative dc voltage, the rectifier operates as an inverter and
the power is fed from the load back to utility. This often takes place during rapid
deceleration when the kinetic energy of the rotor and its mechanical load is converted to
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the electric energy by the converter working in inverter mode and are used for dynamic
braking.
The line current ia in Fig 4.18 can be expressed in a Fourier series as [13]
i a=

π

Id{sin( t-φ) -

sin17( t-φ)-

sin5( t-φ)- sin7( t-φ)+

sin11( t-φ)+

sin13( t-φ)-

sin19( t-φ)+………} ---------------------------------------------- (4.11)

where, φ is the phase angle between the supply voltage va and the fundamental
frequency line current ia1.
The rms value of ia can be given as [13]
Ia=√ Id = 0.816 Id ------------------------------------------------------------------------ (4.12)

From which the total harmonic distortion, THD, for the line current i a is [13]
THD=

=

= 0.311 ------------------------------ (4.13)

where Ia1 is the rms value of ia1.
i.e. THD = 31.1%
4.3.1.1 Summary
It can be seen that the theoretical calculation of % THD from equation (2.3) is
approximately 28.43% but the total % THD from equation (4.13) is 31.1%. The error in
%THD is 8.59%. The total harmonic distortion produced by a three-phase ideal 6-pulse
rectifier, which is 31.1%, is above the IEEE 519-1992 guideline [10].
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4.3.2 Three-Phase 12-Pulse Rectifier
A 12-pulse rectifier is modeled using two 6-pulse rectifier. Fig 4.19 shows ac
input voltage, input currents, thyristor firing pulses, and dc output voltage for 12-pulses
and 6-pulses. It can be seen that the input currents are much more close to sinusoidal
wave than those in 6-pulse rectifier shown in Fig. 4.18. Similarly, the output voltage for
12-pulse
1500 rectifier has double the number of pulses than those in 6-pulse rectifier, resulting
in 50% less ripple.
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Figure 4.19 Waveforms for a 12-pulse rectifier
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0.1000

Using equations 2.1 and 2.2, the total harmonic distortion can be calculated as
%THD=√ (I112+I132+I232+I252+I352+I372+……..)
%THD=√(9.092+7.692+4.352+4.002+2.862+2.702…..)
%THD=√(82.64+59.14+18.92+16.00+8.18+7.29+……)
%THD=15.3% --------------------------------------------------------------------- (4.14)
4.3.2.1 Summary
It can be seen from equation (4.14) that the % THD is 15.3%. The total harmonic
distortion produced by a three-phase 6-pulse rectifier is 31.1%. Thus by using a 12-pulse
rectifier instead of a 6-pulse rectifier both the % THD and dc ripple can be lowered by
50%. If the grid is relatively stronger, a 12-pulse rectifier provides a window opportunity
per IEEE 519-1992 guideline. Thus, by use of a 12-pulse rectifier, the ac side filter as
well as the dc side filter can be removed from the drive.

4.4 Controller Design
In section 4.3.1, the thyristor firing pulses were generated from the independently
running pulse generators. For an automatic firing pulses generation in a phase-controlled
rectifier, it is necessary to control the phase of the thyristor firing pulses. To control the
phase of the firing pulses, a negative feedback closed-loop control is presented in this
section.
In a negative feedback system, the function of the firing pulse generator is to
deliver correctly timed, properly shaped, firing pulses to the gates of the thyristors. The
phase of the firing pulses, relative to the rectifier input voltage is controlled, almost
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invariably, in accordance with an analog reference signal by one of the following
methods [34]:
i.

Phase-locked Oscillator:

ii.

Integral Control:

Phase-locked oscillator technique for timing the firing pulses is based upon the
fact that under steady state conditions (with a steady d-c output), the pulses for successive
thyristors are produced at evenly spaced intervals of time. Thus, the time period between
any two consecutive commutations is equal to the period of the input voltage waveform,
divided by the pulse number of the converter. In practice, it is not possible to achieve a
free-running firing circuit that precisely maintains the desired phase control of firing
pulses. But, with additional hardware and increased firing circuit complexity, it may be
possible to use phase-locked oscillator technique. This technique is not considered in
detail.
Another method, which is integral control, is presented here. The integral control
technique suggests a simple firing pulse timing principle that generates a firing pulse
each time the integral of the output ripple voltage waveform becomes instantaneously
equal to zero. This technique is presented in detail below.
4.4.1 Integral Control
Rectifier output voltage waveform and integrated output voltage waveform of a 6pulse rectifier with a negative feedback integral control is shown in Fig 4.19. The basic
principle of the integral control method can be explained by the Fig 4.19.
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Figure 4.19 Basic Principle of the Integral Control
Examining the rectified output voltage waveform, it is seen that during the
interval between any two successive firing points, the net voltage-time integral of this
wave is zero. In other words, area A, above the Vref, and area B, below Vref are equal. If
rectified output voltage is applied to the input of an integrator circuit, integrated output
voltage waveform as shown in Fig 4.19 will be obtained at the output. The integrated
output voltage waveform shows that out output of the integrator circuit is zero at each
firing point.
Since the mean output voltage is equal to the reference voltage, the rectified
output voltage waveform can be obtained by subtracting the reference from the actual
output waveform. This scheme ensures that each and every segment of the output ripple
voltage has zero mean value, and therefore between every two firing points the mean
value of the output voltage is equal to reference voltage. Thus a very tight pulse by pulse
control is obtained over the rectified output voltage waveform and in fact this principle
automatically provides a closely regulated closed-loop control of the output voltage.
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The integral control principle offers two important advantages. First, it is
insensitive to changes in the supply frequency because the firing pulses are generated at
the zero values of the integral of the rectified output voltage. This means that, although
the amplitude of the waveform of the integral of the output voltage changes with
changing supply frequency, its zero values always correspond with the desired firing
instants. Second, any spikes which appear on the output voltage waveform of the rectifier
do not have any noticeable effect upon the timing of the firing pulses, since the integral
value of the output ripple voltage is hardly influence by these spikes. This is not the case
with other types of pulse timing control, in which the timing of the firing pulses is
determined from the instantaneous intersection of a timing waveform with the reference
voltage.
A functional diagram of a 6-pulse firing pulse generator using the integral control
principle is shown in Fig. 4.20. The difference between the reference voltage and the
rectified output voltage wave of the rectifier is fed as an input to the integrator. The
output of the integrator is a replica of the output ripple voltage and therefore the output
voltage of the integrator is the integral of the rectifier ripple voltage which has a zerovalue at each firing point. This zero-value, by the action of a comparator, is translated
into a timing clock pulse and the clock pulse generator. The clock pulses are fed as the
trigger input to a 6-stage firing pulse generator circuit. The function of the firing circuit is
both to shape and distribute the output firing pulses. Each successive clock pulse
produces a firing pulse in regular sequence, one after another [15].
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Chapter Five: Conclusion and Future Work
5.1 Conclusion
Total harmonic distortion, THD, produced by an ideal three-phase 6-pulse rectifier is
31.1% and that produced by a an ideal three-phase 12-pulse rectifier is 15.3%. Table 5.1
below shows the current distortion limit that a consumer can inject to the grid.

Table 5.1 IEEE Std 519-1992 Maximum odd harmonic current limits
11≤n<17 17≤n<23

23≤n<35

35≤n

THD

1.5

0.6

0.3

5.0

3.5

2.5

1.0

0.5

8.0

10.0

4.5

4.0

1.5

0.7

12.0

100-1000

12.0

5.5

5.0

2.0

1.0

15.0

>1000

15.0

7.0

6.0

2.5

1.4

20.0

Isc/IL

n<11

< 20

4.0

2.0

20-50

7.0

50-100

Above limits are in % for general distribution system, 120 V to 69 kV
The limits for even harmonics are 25% of the odd harmonics
The limits for general distribution system at 69.001 kV to 161 kV are 50% of
the values listed above
The first column in Table 5.1 shows the ratio of short circuit current to the load
current. The first row represents the weakest grid, gradually turning to stronger as we
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move down the table and the last row represents the strongest grid. The last column
represents the % THD. A 6-pulse rectifier, which produces 31. 1% total current
distortion, does not meet the % THD criteria in any of the rows. The highest value of
distortion that can be injected where the grid is strongest is 20%. However, a 12-pulse
rectifier which produces 15.3% meets the criteria for the bottom two rows when the value
of Isc/IL is between 100-1000 or above 1000. Thus, a 12-pulse rectifier provides a
window opportunity.
Similarly, Table 5.2 shows the voltage distortion limit that the utility company
must maintain to operate.
Table 5.2 IEEE Std 519-1992 Voltage distortion limits
Bus Voltage at PCC

Individual Harmonics

THD

69 kV and lower

3.00%

5.00%

69.001 kV to 161 kV

1.50%

2.50%

Above 161 kV

1.00%

1.50%

Voltage distortion, Vh=(Ih/Ibase)x(h)(Zsys)x100%
Total Harmonic Distortion, THD= Sqrt (∑Vh2)
5.2 Future Work
A practical circuit with cable inductance and transformer inductance should be
considered for an 18-pulse rectifier. To achieve an 18-pulse rectifier, three 6-pulse
rectifiers can be used. Resultant %THD should be calculated and waveforms for line
currents should be obtained. If 18-pulse rectifier does not produce current distortion less
than 5%, a 24-pulse rectifier should be investigated.
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